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THE CASE OF THE VANISHING PILOT 
— Frederick Valentich by Colin Amery

A pilot and his Cessna 182 plane disappeared without 
trace. Frederick Valentich, a 20 year old Australian flyer 
completely vanished in Bass Strait to the sound of a metallic 
thud whilst on a routine flight from Melbourne’s airport to 
King Island. The point of disappearance was situated about 
halfway between the mainland and Tasmania.

Valentich went down Saturday 21st October, 1978, at 
approximately 7:13 p.m. The precision of this data was 
made possible since the pilot had a seven minute radio con- 
tact with Melbourne Flight Service after he spotted four 
stränge lights following him, until the time when there was a 
loud metallic crash, and then silence.

The exchange, monitored by flight control, suggested that 
Valentich was ‘buzzed’ by a U.F.O. which the pilot de
scribed as being of ‘a long shape — metallic and shiny on 
the outside — with a green light.’ No known aircraft were in 
the vicinity at the time. The area was searched extensively 
for 5 days without trace, not even an oil slick. The Ministry 
of Transport in Melbourne tried to suggest, when world
wide interest was sparked by the unexplained encounter, 
that the young pilot had turned his plane upside down, so 
that the lights he reported seeing were actually on the 
ground. But research upon the structure of the Cessna 182 
firmly established that in such a manoeuver the fuel gauge 
would immediately cut out, causing the plane to ditch into 
the sea, where it would immediately fragment upon impact.

A group of psychics in Dunedin, lead by myself, Colin 
Amery, author of the book ‘New Atlantis,’ believe there may 
be at least 8 underwater bases on our planet inhabited by 
aliens who have been here since the time of the destruction 
of Atlantis some 12,000 years ago. One of the locations for 
the bases — another being the Bermuda Triangle in the 
Atlantic — is claimed to be in the Tasman Sea, somewhere 
between the South Island of New Zealand and Tasmania.

New Zealanders became interested in the Valentich case after 
the sightings of a number of U.F.O.’s showing lights at sea off the 
Kaikoura Coast, north of Christchurch. The famous T.V. film, 
shot by a freelance crew, employed by Channel ‘0’ of Melbourne,

Continued on Page 3

THE TIME THE SUN STOOD STELL 
Joshua’s Longest Day

Questions arise time and agaiti as scholars try to explain what 
happened when the Biblical sun stood over Gibeon. Did the sun 
actually cease movement, or was the legendary phenornenon 
caused by a change in the earth’s rotation?

Another theory advanced by Pyramidologist O. Gordon Pickett, 
in his book ‘‘The Coming Starshift” in 1948, claimed he found cor
relations in the Great Pyramid’s orbital chronological measure- 
ments that prove otherwise. Pickett advanced the idea that the 
earth didn’t stop rotating but rather increased its precession (wob- 
ble). Furthermore, the Pyramidologist discounted the notion that 
the moon’s orbital motion stopped in relation to our planet’s Posi
tion. Pickett went on to pinpoint the date of the fantastic, solar 
pause as beginning at noon, August 8th, 1470 B.C.

Whät caused the sun to hesitate for several hours in its delayed, 
daytime sweep over the vault of earthly space? Was it by the com- 
mand of Joshua, as stated in the biblical references 10:12, 10:13 
and 10:14? Additional references appear in the scriptures describ- 
ing a similar happening when the Prophet Hezekiah asked Isaiah 
to make a request for a sign from the Lord that a shadow from the 
sun’s position in the heavens be moved back ten degrees, II Kings 
20:8, 20:9 and 20:10. Evidently, Hezekiah’s demand was met when 
Ahaz (sun) dial registered 10 degrees backwards in time.

The scriptural accounts well describe the incidences and pur- 
poses. Some Contemporary seers expect the episodes to recur be
fore the year 2,000, proclaiming that the earth is due to shift on its 
axis, causing worldwide cataclysmic upheavals, and that ancient 
prophecies support this contention. If the sun did appear to stand 
still “in the midst ofheaven...about a whole day...” as reported in 
the early texts, then, says Pickett, “...sudden starshifts took place, 
putting those celestial bodies ahead of the sun’s movement by 
273.6 years.” Many astrologers, clairvoyant and mediumistic per- 
sons believe that the time is near when the tardy solar event will 
repeat itself. They tie it in with our entry into the Aquarian Age. 
Some see the impending worid changes triggered by what they con
sider to be the end of a Platonic Year (25,550 years), the period it 
takes the sun to negotiate the universal zodiac, a time for great 
upheavals, social change and cosmic adjustments.
Joshua 10:12 Then spake Joshua to the Lord in the day when the 
Lord delivered up the Amorites before the children of Israel and he 
said in the sight of Israel, Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon: and 
thou Moon, in the Valley ofAialon. „J J Continued on Page 3



THE QUEEN’S CHAMBER
FORGOTTEN GEOMETRY, THE PYRAMID

by Patricia VIIHers-Stuart 12 Empress Place, London S.W.6, England
Can I have unravelled unrecognized, geometrical secrets 

confounding humankind for thousands of years? The women 
of Bihar province near the Himalayas still draw these geo
metrical forms on their mud floors. Mazes abound the world 
over. The Great Pyramid, Stonehenge and countless other 
monuments all demonstrate this same simple yet compelling 
geometry.

One assumes that the Great Pyramid's base is a square. 
Though it has four corners, it is not a square, its sides are 
very slightly indented as seen in aerialphotographs.

The slightly curving, inward effect occurs because the 
sides are 8 diagonals of 1 x 32 rectangles. In this form of 
geometry the secret lies in the diagonal which allows a 1/7 
division of a circle to be made together with the diagonal of 
a3 x 4 rectangle.

The last sentence may be both recognizable and yet 
controversial: Recognizable because the last diagonal is 5 
which is the hypotenuse of a “Pythagorean" triangle. Contro
versial because some will say “You cannot divide a circle 
exaetly into 7 because 360 degrees doesn ’t divide evenly by' 
seven. Why must a circle contain an equal 360 degrees? 
Babylonian scientists thought it was a good proportion relative । 
to the size of the earth, or was 360 merely a convenient 
number? Actually 360 can be a most inconvenient number. 
Schwaller de Lubicz, the Egyptian Scholar says of the ancient

Continued on Page 9
GEOMETRY FOR THE BASE OFA PYRAMID .

The outer sides are constructed from eight diagonals of a 
1 x 32 rectangle. This enables 1/7 division of a circle, angles to 
be made with the diagonals of 3.4.5 rectangles. 1/8 division of 
a circle angles are made with this same 3.4.5 diagonal and the 
diagonal of a 1 x 7 rectangle.

There are 2 isoceles triangles at each corner, demonstrating 
that the diagonal of a 1 x 7 rectangle = 5 diagonal of a square, 
or as in this diagram 4 x 28 diameters = 20 diameters.

Slight inward curve of the Great Pyramids sides can be seen 
in the top-view diagram. The same geometry is easily applied to 
King Solomon’s Temple. The temple outline marked by T’s - 
28x8

OT’ = diagonal of 1 x 7 or 4 x 28 rectangle.
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Fourth Dimension Reachout 2
SUBLIMINAL AND SUPRALIMINAL PERCEPTION

Considering the volume and intensity of subtle subliminal 
(and subaudible) programming imposed upon Americana by 
high pressure advertisers, there’s little written material 
available on the subject, and even less mention of its cunning 
and mind intruding power in educational institutions today.

Since I learned about eight years ago that through the 
advertisement media, I am thoroughly programmed in many 
sneaky and devious ways to buy products I don’t want, don’t 
need; items which are usually overpriced and in some cases 
totally overstated and devoid of worth, I decided to find out 
how someone could diabolically program me, apparently 
against my will or better judgement; how I could apply such 
a power in beneficial ways involving personal growth. Two 
excellent paperback books ön the subject are: SUBLIMINAL 
SEDUCTION and MEDIA SEXPLOITATION, by Wilson Bryan 
Key.

These books and other hard-gained information again 
reinforced in me the knowledge that the human eyes are 
instant recording and moving cameras, that uncountable, 
tiny bits of information (whether seen rightside up, or down) 
of any person(s) scene, symbols or things are indelibly record
ed in some part of one’s memory system for later retreival 
or use, aware of or unaware, according to the need of the mo- 
ment, be it a survival, Creative, intuitional function, or for 
logical mental processing.

Subliminal perception operates best when the intellectual 
mind has been quieted, faked out by sleight of hand, sound 
or figuratively anesthesized. Posthypnotic techniques are 
often employed by unscrupulous advertisers and they’re 
extremely effective, so a little study in auto-hypnosis is useful 
in analyzing the mysteries of subliminal-subadible percep- 
tions.

But how does one deliberately alter one’s awareness to 
assume control? First of all, one must believe that subliminals 
are possible, that it is going on, then surrender the thinking 
mind to intuitional, contemplative and meditative States of 
awareness. Metaphysical bookstores contain numerous books 
offering methods on how these States can be achieved.

Once the information has visually or audibly been received, 
the real work of bringing it back to full awareness begins. 
Here, a free-flow relay between so-called conscious awareness 
and memory becomes paramount. In the early stage one is 
predominately limited by the vagaries of fragmented recall 
and the usual misty retrieval from the recesses of one memory 
core.

There’s another level beyond subliminal and subaudible 
input where the information comes from within, likely from the 
realm of AKASHIA (the Akashic Records) of cosmic and race 
memory. It is the supraliminal state, where psychic invasion 
cannot occur. It is the memory, resource bank of Creative 
genius, perhaps reached only through superconscious.illum- 
ined planes of mind. Here, the calm, listening mind translates 
information from the great AKASHIA into and through the 
mind of the Mediator. Thus, intellect acquires knowledge, 
the subliminal deals with feelings and instinct and the supra
liminal mind channels into the universal reservoir of infinte 
wisdom.
BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLETTER...in 
any combination or series...$1.00 each, 1 through 37 Life Under
standing Foundation, P.O. Box 30305. Santa Barbara, CA 93105

PEN MAGNET...Magnetize and polarize drinking water and 
liquids with 1/4" diameter by 5-1/2" long, carry anywhere, 
portable magnet. $2.00 add 50« mailing costs. “THEANATOMY 
OF BIOMEGNETISM” by Albert Roy Davis and Dr. Ralph U. 
Sierra, D.C. (paperback) $5.95 plus 50« mailing costs. Order 
c/o Magnets, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, Ca 93105.
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THE CASE OF THE VANISHING PILOT
Continued from Page One 

on January Ist, 1979, established beyond a shadow of a doubt that 
earth-man does not live alone on this planet.

The parents ofthe vanished pilot, Guido Valentich and his wife, 
who emigrated to Australia from Trieste both believe their son was 
taken by intelligent beings from another planet. They have persis- 
tently held to this belief because of what was said over the radio to 
flight Service by their son. Young Frederick had been previously 
employed as a Flight Instructor by the R.A.A.F. at Sale.

Mr. Colin Amery and his group made contact with the family 
and arranged to hold a sitting of Amery’s circle of psychics in 
Dunedin, to link with Melbourne on the sixth month’s anniversary 
of Frederick’s disappearance. Part of the transcript of that first 
mediumistic contact has since been proved authentic by verifiable 
facts. For example, the Great Bear Constellation where Valentich 
Claims to be is also singled out in the writings of Alice Bailey and 
Madam Biavatsky, both were in contact with Thibetan masters de- 
claring the Bear Constellation to be a place where evolved beings 
reside. Mr. Amery was the voice medium for Frederick and great 
interest was shown by the Australian media in the information that 
had come through. Valentich from another dimension reported 
that 60 seconds of the recorded transcript was suppressed and 
edited out before public release.

One month later, after two further sittings with Frederick, the 
media in Melbourne financed a trip to Cape Otway for Mr. Amery 
— the land nearest to where the plane had disappeared at sea.

Before leaving New Zealand, the Dunedin group of nine psychics 
had asked Frederick for a name of some person in the family over 
in Melbourne who was well known to both the parents and Freder
ick himself. The voice of the medium speit out ANITA. On the 
evening of May 23, 1979 this name was given to Frederick’s par- 
ehts by Mr. Amery. “Anita,” as it transpired, was Frederick’s life- 
time friend.

Onsite research at Cape Otway uncovered interesting, new mate
rial. Ray Manifold, a plumber who lives in the Melbourne suburb 
of Park Orchards, had been taking photographs of the sunset from 
a cliff-top, above Crayfish Bay, close to Cape Otway, the last place 
where the flyer was öbserved to be alive. At about 6:56 pm on 
Saturday, October 21st, 1978, during those moments of Valen- 
tich’s last contact before disappearance, Manifold had just fin- 
ished a series of 6 color shots of the sunset. Then he walked back 
to the beach hüt where he was staying with his family. Manifold’s 
wife recalls hearing a small light plane fly overhead just seconds 
after her husband’s return. The time was approximately 7:00 pm. 
Seconds later the Cessna flew past. (Remember, the pilot’s plane 
went down [up] at 7:13 pm.) Six minutes past seven, Valentich had 
his first encounter with the UFOs some twelve miles out to sea, 
craft described as metallic in his dialogue with Flight Control.

Some weeks later Ray Manifold’s film was developed. But the 
snapshots didn’t show a sunset. The six frames revealed a mysteri
ous object under the water whose shape and/or outline had been 
clearly captured by the camera. It appeared to be a UFO with a 
domed tip and wide wiiig span. In shooting for the sun Ray had 
dropped his camera eye too low, instead snapping six frames of the 
sea.

From “PIECE FOR A JIG-SAW”, by Leonard Cramp...this 
CONISTON UFO PHOTO... closely resembles the Valentich 
sighting.

UFO Propulslon, scientific evidence, 388 pages, 107 drawings, 
hardback cover $12.00, Hiltons, 9 West Hill, Dartford, Kent, Eng
land.

CARTOON-LIKE, EXTRATERRESTRIAL INSCRIPTIONS... 
sketched from an Illustration reportedly obtained from R.P. 
Reyna. The figures appear to represent two airborne or anti- 
gravity powered craft with occupants happily cruising along. 
But Wait! This Illustration has been purposely placed upside 
down to demonstrate that it is more comprehensible inverted than 
in its upright position. Recent and meticulous inspection of 
Egyptian, Mayan, Sumerian and other ancient glyphs, picto- 
graphs and related Symbols and drawing often reveal upside- 
down figures. These cryptic emplants served a noble purpose, 
which will be the subject of a future article in the ’Guide, entitled: 
“CODE OF THE ANCIENTS.”

The GNOME CLUB of BREAT BRITAIN/GNOME INTER
NATIONAL. The club for people aged 3 to 103 who enjoy 
Gnomes. Are you interested in the more intangeable inhabi
tants of the earth either as serious phenomena or as fantasy? 
Membership S.2.50 a year Great Britain elsewhere $7.50. 
Enamelled Gnome Badge. Gnome News issued 3 times a year 
(sent by surface mail).

TIME THE SUN STOOD STILL Continued from Page One

Joshua 10:13 And the Sun stood still and the Moon stayed until 
the people had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is this not 
written in the book ofjasher? So the Sun stood still in the midst of 
heaven, and hastened not to go down about a whole day.
Joshua 10:14 And there was no day like that before it (or after 
it), that the Lord hearkened unto the voice of man: for the Lord 
fought for Israel.
II Kings 20:8 And Hezekiah said unto Isaiah, what shall be the 
sign that the Lord will heal me, and that I shall go up into the 
house of the Lord the third day?
II Kings 20:9 And Isaiah said, This sign shalt thou have of the 
Lord, that the Lord will do the thing that he has spoken: shall the 
shadow go forward ten degrees?
II Kings 20:10 And Hezekiah answered, It is a light thing for the 
shadow to go down ten degrees: nay, but let the shadow return 
backward 10 degrees.
II Kings 20:11 And Isaiah the prophet cried unto the Lord: and 
he brought the shadow ten degrees backward by which it had gone 
down in the (Sun) dial ofAhaz.



DANIEL’S GRAVE MONUMENT AT
SUSA...a ten-tiered, stepped Stupa tower 
of historic magnificience and ;significance.

THE SCALES OF MAAT... 
historic symbol ol TRUTH, 
balanced upon the high extension 
of man's anatomical perfection, 
representing Humankind’s 
creation in the likeness of the 
Father/Mother God.

OUR COSMIC SACRED MEASURES...were based upon human 
anatomy: the inch, foot, pound, cubit, etc. The ever-changing 
scales of man's invention (above right) may now go metric. 
Master teachers everwhere, believe metrlcation will ultimately 
fall in its attempt to wipe out the ancient measures of Maat, 
whose origins derive from nature’s unerring, eternal genetic code.

MEASURES SACRED AND
PROFANE by Richard XP Snead
Congress moves steadiiy toward metrlcation of 

rneasure, with the USA being the last adherent 
to the British canonlcal or sacred System. Britain 
earller gave itself over to the French Metric pro
gram.

The French Metric System was only part of a 
sweeplng series of reforms Instituted by the Jaco- 
bins’ Convention of 1793—part of a general 
move toward making the worship of Reason the 
State rellgion. Government swept away the can
onlcal week of 7 days, In favor of ten day weeks 
and twenty hour days, replacing the more famil
iär names of the months based on the names of 
Greek and Roman deities with those of martyrs 
of Liberty, reason and etc. According to Napole
on, the action ‘violently broke up the customs 
and habits of the people as might have been done 
by a Greek or Tartar tyrant.’

Old measures continued in populär use until 
1837, when the use of other than Metric Stand
ards was made a crlme. Rloting followed, which 
was suppressed with much bloodshed. When the 
U.S. Constitution was being drafted, a clause 
was inserted to make way for the Metric System. 
Thomas Jefferson spoke out against it, saying the 
Metric method of measurement was inadequate 
and did not coordinate length with time, volume 
and weight.

A pocket calculator shows all ancient mea
sures, whether of length, volume or weight to be 
a rational, organic System based on earth-com- 
mensurate calculations. Thus ancient dimensions 
were used in Europe until 1793. Moreover, basic 
units of the British System were used in Mesopo- 
tamia in the third mÜIenium BC. The sacred ori
gins of the foot and other tradltional measures 
are more practical in everyday use. A carpenter 
easily Judges an inch by the width of his thumb, 
while a surveyor paces a yard precisely in time. 
The foot is founded in the same rational System

DR. NIKOLA TESLA BIOGRAPHY...
Book Reviews

John T. Ratzlaff and Leland I. Anderson 
(8 Vz" x 11") soft cover, perfect bound 
(238 pages) @ $18.00 Ragusan Press, 
1372 Rosewood Ave., San Carlos, CA 
94070. Everything you want to know 
about the source of magazine, news- 
paper articies, writings; patents, photos, 
biographies, autobiographical sketches; 
letters, clippings and books about this 
incredible genius who diseovered the 
properties of radio for broadcasting, 
alternating current; the basis for the 
world’s supply of electricity, replacing 
Edison’s outdated direct current System; 
inventor of the famous Tesla Coil and 
holder of over 1,000 electrical patents 
in the U.S.A. This book fills a long- 
awaited need for an annotated Tesla 
bibliography requested by librarians, re- 
searchers and inventors throughout the 
worid. One will find some 3,000 citations 
chronologically arranged covering the 
period from 1884 to 1978. This is the 
most compiete work detailing Nikola 
Tesla’s accomplishments yet conceived. 
The authors are to be congratulated for 
this monumental production, leaving out 
nothing worth saving and saving every
thing worthy of perpetuity. B.C.

which Includes the proportions of the human 
frame and the planets. The meter was contrlved 
and lacks correspondencles with natural or 
sacred rneasure. Artists, craftsmen and market 
traders perfer the traditional measures and cling 
stubbornly to them, even in Metric countries, a 
phenornenon so eloquentiy forecast in Orwell’s 
1984. In ancient Chaldean cuneiform texts, the 
most common volume rneasure was the plnt, or 
siia in Sumerian, ga In Akkadian.

The history of the meter is a comedy of errors, 
compared with the mind boggllng accuracy char- 
acterizing ancient measures. Early mathemati- 
cians calculated pi (^*) to within the third deci- 
mal place 4,000 years ago. Legislation concern- 
ing the meter was establlshed upon the assump- 
tion that the arc of meridian measured 30,794,580 
piedsde roi (one-sixth of a toise, or double arms 
length) according to a survey completed in 1740. 
Later, the length of the meter was revised to 
39.37 inches, as the result of a survey completed 
in 1798, so the arc of meridian was adjusted to 
30,784,440 pieds de roi. Later, an even more ac
curate survey taken determined that the arc of 
meridian was some 2,000 meters longer than the 
10,000,000 meters in previous estimates. No fur- 
ther revision took place, the French apparently 
decided they were in over their metrologlcal 
heads.

Skeptics may argue that all number and mea- 
sure is arbitrary, but this point of view Is at vari- 
ance with facts on hand. Certain numbers and 
measures, harmonles and progresslon are shown 
forth in relative measures of planetary dlameters, 
the spiral growth of plants and shells; in snow- 
flakes and honeycombs. All emphaslze the un
erring truth and naturalness in Sacred measures. 
They should be familiär to students of Qabala, 
astronomers and astrologers, musicians, physi- 
cists, chemists, alchemists and every other 
branch of physical and occult Science. The root 
of the word geometry means ‘earth-measure.’ 
The root of mathematics is mathesis, a Greek

DR. NIKOLA TESLA, John T. Ratzalaff 
and Fred A. Jost, (1979) 182 pages (8 Vz 
x 11" spiral-bound) @ $20.85 by mail, 
Tesla Book Co. 1580 Magnolia Ave., 
Millbrae, CA 94030 (415) 697-4903. This 
companion book, with the Dr. Nikola Tesla 
Bibliography, rounds out a wealth of 
Tesla memorabilia that should satisfy the 
most ardent fan who is aware of Tesla’s 
extraordinary electrical inventions and 
quiet genius. It is a thoroughly supple- 
mental volume containing valuable infor
mation, the “Colorado Springs Notes” 
1899-1900, compared with the initial 
Serbo-Croatian publication. Several 
important Tesla Patents and a Compilation 
of correspondence between this revered 
electrical inventor and George Scherff, 
who was in Charge of Tesla’s New York 
laboratory are included. Highly recom- 
mended. B.C.

word which means remembrance. The work of 
the Temple geometer represented dynamic forces 
in static form. This is stereometry, the commen- 
surating of Incommensurables, the llkening of 
unlike things, of which Plato says, ‘the practice 
of it sanctlfles not only the man, but the city and 
the age in which he lives. And further, in another 
place, ‘A man who knows of a study which he 
flnds sublime, true, beneficlal to society and per- 
feetly acceptable to God cannot refraln from 
calling attention to it.’

In Sacred measures, I find a ciue in the mys
tery ‘squarlng the circle,’ the Phllosopher’s Stone 
and the Holy Grail. It is no accident that 7 Egyp
tian cubits equal precisely 12 feet; nelther is it 
coincldence that the sun revoives through 
1,296,000 seconds of arc in a circle, in 86,400 
scconds of time, or that the moon’s diameter 
2,160 miles is the precise number of years in a 
Platonlc month (one-twelfth of the Great Year of 
25,920 years). These and other such colnci- 
dences, mostly involving numbers dlvislble by 12, 
or its corollary 144, are the remnants of an ele- 
mental Science which once held sway over the 
entire globe.

With the shifting of the spring point to Aquar- 
ius, we can expect renewed Interest among the 
masses for Sacred geometry and other Temple 
arts. This is an Inevitable happening in conform- 
ance with Divine Law. Long ago the Masons and 
Rosicrucians managed to preserve secret equa- 
tlons of number and form, handed down through 
time by the ancients. This renewed attempt to do 
away with the British sacred System, as derlved 
from the ancient and true Canon, is another 
attack on the fundamental integrity of this, our 
lifewave, so the metric System must be recog- 
nized for its Inherent, deceptive and unnatural 
structure.
UNITED STATES PSYCHOTRONICS 
CONFERENCE...July 24-28,1980. Dayton 
OH. For information, write c/o Psycho
tronics: 3459 Montrose, Chicago, IL 60618.



WATCH FOR THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS...to appear in 
upcoming issues of The PYRAMID GUIDE: THE GREAT TUN OF 
HEIDELBERG, The Preserving Energies in Various Forms... 
SUPERLEARNING...SUBTERRANEAN SOLID-STATE PAT
TERNS...UFO SIGHTINGS FROM UNDER THE SEA...BEAT 
GENERATION PSYCHIC...SOME UFOs ARE TERRESTRIAL 
(with photographs)...EXPLORING THE GREAT PYRAMID WITH 
INTUITION...REPORT ON THE PYRAMID’S NEUTRAL ZONE... 
A SCIENTIST VIEWS ANCIENT ELECTRICS;..EGYPTIAN 
ENERGY FORMS FROM THE PAST...THE TIME VAULTS OF 
HERMES (reviewed)...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE...

DISTRESSING PIG HUSBANDRY...Dry sow Stalls in the United 
Kingdom’s factory farms. The fecund sow spends most of her 
life in pregnacy and suckling her young. Through almost contin
uous inprisonment, standing on a cement floor, crowed into a 
short and narrow iron cage; sore-footed sows must arch their 
backs to keep their back feet down. Slats at the back rub the hogs 
skin raw and spinal Problems result in thecramped cell. Psychosis 
and lameness often follows. Some gnaw on the iron bars. Thus 
deprived of exercise and living in complete boredom they tend to 
decline nentally and physically awaiting an unmerciful slaughter 
but merciful death.

THE SPHINX AND THE EAST 5

by Rocky McCollum 
PoA Pub. Co.

One wonders... “Why the Sphinx at Giza, Egypt, looks to 
the east?

The answer is that the Sphinx likely faces the ancient Order of 
the Zodiacal Circle of Signs. East makes the point in the ancient 
order as a reference point. The Earth rotates towards the East 
and the axis of the Earth precesses towards the Celestial East.

A zodiacal circle can be drawn through the three Great Pyra
mids at Giza. The diameter of this circle is 2.7 miles, exactly one 
ancient League or 8300 Egyptian cubits. One cubit is about 
20.6 inches. (See the accompanying figure). The Sphinx appears 
in the upper-left portion of the circle.

This figure is labeled “Maha Jyotisa” (the Greater Astrology) 
and its main functions are only derived from the Brahmins and 
Hindus, who in turn have inherited it from the ancient Vedic 
(Sanskrit) literature. I researched the problem because of a 
personal interest in the matter.

The Maha Jyotisa chart consists of eight concentric wheels. 
The wheels are grouped into four essential members: (1) the 
Moon, is at the center of the chart; (2) the Planetary Circle com- 
pletely surrounds the Moon; (3) the Pyramid Circle comes next, 
then the Precessional Circle or wheel of the Great Year appears; 
followed by (4) the wheels of the Yugas. There are five major 
Yugas, the most outer-ring is called a Kalpa. Key numbers for 
this chart are 4 and 9. The nine will form the number 4-3-2, a 
third key number. The number 4 is sometimes called “the Crea
tion Number“ and 9 is often referred to as “The Enneade (set of 
9) Number”.

If we multiply the number 432 by 100, we get 43,200. Then by 
multiplying it by 2 we arrive at the number of seconds in a day. 
Further multiplying it by 360, we get the number of seconds in 
a year = 311,040,000. (The decimal part of the year is ignored 
by the Hindus, it is 365.242 + days). The quantity 5.242 + 
is the sum of “super-added” or “epacted” days, which constantly 
increase and someday will reach the value of 6.666, a time for 
concern, according to ancient belief.

A moon is approximately 28 days (27 1/3) and division by 
4 gives us one week and we have 52 weeks in a solar year which 
equals 4 x (4 + 9) or 4 x 13. The solar year shown as 2 in the chart 
is divided into twelve months and the planetary circle encom- 
passing is called a “Natal Chart.” The Signs of the Zodiac 
are stationed in this inner-wheel and the reference point is East, 
shown on the left side of the diagram. It begins with the sign of 
Aries and the last is Pisces as the Zodiacal signs are distributed 
counter-clockwise around the wheel.

The precessional circle, #3, surrounds the Natal Chart and the 
Sphinx is oriented to this ring. Wheel #3 is the compiement or 
opposite to wheel #2. East in wheel #3 is to the right and in this 
case, opposite West as it appears in wheel #2. Moreover, the 
signs, of the Precessional Wheel are reversed from those of the 
(Planetary Circle) Natal Chart. Whereas Aries is masculine in 
the N.C., it is feminine in the Precessional Wheel. Cancer, 
feminine in the N.C. is masculine in the P.W. North is down in 
the Natal Chart and it is up in the Precessional Circle. This 
matches or locks the two wheels together.

The Ygua Wheel (4) surrounds the Precessional ring. It’s 
five divisions are 1. Kali, 2. Dvapara, 3. Treta, 4. Satya, and 
5. Kalpa. The duration of each wheel or cycle is keyed into the 
number 432 (432,000 years) as shown by the life of each cycle 
in terms of solar years. One Kalpa is the life span of the Brahman, 
the great god of the Hindus and Brahmins. Directions (the 
Cardinal Points), such as East and West have no significance in 
the Moon and the Yuga rings. The mainline of Astrology is 
thus centered around wheels 1,2, & 3.

EXCEPTIONAL, SENSITIVE Lithographs of 7 paintings by noted 
psychic artist, Dora Tennyson. (Stamp brings you color brochure.) 
Dora’s extraordinary color prints are actually visual mantras, 
and for many observers, provide Windows into the SPIRITUAL 
NOW. These inspirational paintings display light and energy 
rays that biissfully impinge on human awareness to awaken the 
wings of life in one’s cocoon. Send stamp for free color brochure 
to: NU-Age Art, Box 609, Goleta, CA 93017.



MIND BENDING METAL

Unnumbered thousands of people of all ages throughout 
the world have found they can bend metal with the aid of 
applied mind energy. There are at least two forms of this 
activity labeled “Psychokinesis”. 1. Where actual physical 
(rubbing) contact is made with the metal — massaging a silver 
spoon or fork, for example, and 2. where the energy of a 
focussed mind causes a movement or change in the metal 
object, at a distance without any physical contact whatsoever.

Dr. Lawerence Kennedy, of Lake Tahoe, California, and 
one of North America’s leading teachers in this field has 
found several useful applications of P.K. phenomena in 
training students to get in touch with one’s own innate, natural 
healing abilities; that is, so one can learn to stimulate the flow 
of, project and control this vital, divine healing force.

“This is the main purpose of my work,” says Dr.Ken
nedy, who gives lectures and Workshops in the U.S. and 
Canada. For several years now, he has been conducting in- 
depth research into refined techniques associated with Kirlian 
photography advanced to a high degree by Russian scientists 
since 1970. “Detection of malfunctions in the human body 
in the prephysical state is now possible”, the personable 
metaphysical teacher adds, while describing a Kirlian type 
instrument he has developed for practical use.

Dr. Kennedy, has also discovered that the open frame 
pyramid enhances one’s ability to mentally bend metals. 
Pyradine, a manufacturing Company organized by Dr. Fred 
Bell of Southern California, is Kennedy’s supplier. Dr. Bell, 
also travels giving lectures at Health Federation Conferences 
throughout the United States. Both men agree, that bending 
metal with mentally directed, higher energies is not an end 
unto itself. “The ability to perform this phenomenon,” they 
say, “should always be used in humanitarian Service. Dr. 
Kennedy says he’s had 100% success with students leaming 
how to bend metals applying Psychokinetic energies...His 
son Christopher has shown outstanding P.K. talents and still 
remains Dr. Kennedy’s most prized pupil and model.

Crystal Craft
PURE QUARTZ CRYSTAL

1 ’ AND 2" BASE PYRAMIDS

1" AND 2’ BASE CONES
1 ’ BASE DOUBLE PYRAMIDS

COSMIC CALIBRATIONS

1’ (AND UP) SPHERES
1* (AND UP) CYLINDERS, 
CUBES,AND RECT ANGLES

SPECIAL ORDERS ON REQUEST
THADDEUS KROL*BOX 743*SUMMERLAND CA 93067

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHAPE AND SOUND

A MAYAN TEMPLE...among other purpose«, was used as an energy cav- 
Ity resonator. Though not clearly understood, even In terms of subjectlve 
physics, this remarkable hllltop temple at Palenque, nestled among several 
other pyramid and ancient Mexlcan rulns, resonates with astonishlng clar- 
Ity when one’s voice is thrown into the various chambers and geometrically 
formed cavitles. Some Interesting insights estabilshlng that some historic 
structures, on all continent« in ancient times, served tnultl-purposes includ- 
ing that of sound, music and vocal broadcast to arouse and produce life 
energies will be explored in future editions of Pyramid Guide.

LIGHT FROM SOUND

Dear Bill Cox, Pyramid Guide Editor,
The ability to convert sound vibrations into light was known 

thousands of years ago in Tibet. Here is corroboration, a remark
able passage paraphrasedfrom an article written some time ago by 
Captain V.D. Auvergne andpublished in the Bihar and Orissa Re
search Journal, Vol. 26, Part II.

“...Upon entering the gates at the mouth of a cave, we had 
daylight with us for 30 or 40 yards... Then, turning a bend, I 
observed a gallery in utter darkness... At the entrance, the Che- 
sho guide reached down to the ground and picked up a nine-inch 
diameter metal gong with an attached wooden hämmer.

“The gong appeared to be polished bronze through which ran 
a highly ornamental decorative tracery of thin silver thread... 
The Che-sho raised the mailet and struck the gong once. I was 
startled to see half-a-dozen lights of a stränge green color slowly 
come into vision. They shone dimly at first, but within a minute, 
the lights had grown in intensity, perhaps attaining some five 
hundred candle power each... The lights were situated twenty 
feet apart along the gallery walls and hung from a kind of wood
en bracket about five feet above the ground...

“...When I approached one of the lights, I found that it was 
only a lump of common stone crystal about four inches in diam
eter placed on a plate of some kind of gray metal... about half 
an inch thick and one foot in diameter... All of the foregoing 
was hung by bronze wire loops, extending from an arm at right 
angles, mounted on a wooden upright. Over and around the 
plate ran an ornamental tracing of thin lines of gold hieroglyphs 
resembling the character of cave writing. The Che-sho willingly 
informed me that the sound of the gong penetrated the metal 
plate from which a vibrating force emanated... He said that it 
had the effect of infusing to the crystal particles, a bright lumi- 
nous glow, gradually growing to a eertain intensity in accordance 
with the volume of vibratory sound...

“...According to the Che-sho, had the gong been struck with 
a metal hämmer however, the glow wouid have been so great 
that the human eye could not stand it without a head covering of 
thick cloth... Still, neither the crystal nor the place produced a 
particle of heat.”

Sincerely, Dr. James Hamnett, Great Britain



HALO, HATS AND HEAD-DRESS
Little is known among the masses of the Western worid (probably 

a small fraction of 1%) of the causal significance of halos, auras 
(human force fields), energy hats and sacred, scientific head-dress 
so prominently depicted in ancient artworks. Orthodox, scientific 
explanations have proven unequal to the task.

It is generally agreed that Jesus and certain saints emitted a kind 
of glow from their bodies, particularly with a heightened luminosity 
radiating from the head and shoulder area. Hundreds of old paint
ings and sculpture attest to this phenomenon. Compiete explana
tions of how or why the glorious nimbus occurs are in short supply, 
except that the subtle aureole blaze is attributed to exalted states. 
But what constitutes an exalted state?

Illumination apparently results from a marvelous combination of 
purifying and self-transmuting processes. The lower chakras and 
upper centers should be wide open; usually following a long and 
difficult period of physical, emotional and mental detoxification. 
Love consciousness, a sense of oneness and harmonious living con- 
stitute various ingredients needed to bring on the illuminated state. 
More will be written about auras and halos in a future edition of 
Pyramid Guide.

In answer to questions posed to the famous trance medium, El
wood Babbitt by Mark De Maranville of Hanover, Massachusetts, 
the following (paraphrased) comments followed in explanation of 
early Egyptian, head ornamentations:

“...The ancient caps are similar to the discovery of Pyramid 
Power. Here the Egyptians didn’t use a medicinal way of healing. 
It was in the energy caps, a self-healing quality, not only to elevate 
the coarse atoms of life, but the head-dress also contributed to the 
balance of dimensional energies that ran in and through the total 
galaxy; and they were prominently displayed in all the worid and 
all dimensions; for the seven different crowns were connected to 
the cosmic generators of our worid; as well as to cosmic generators 
existing way beyond our galaxy and star System.”
Question: Did each one have a specific function?
Answer: Each one was in relationship to a specific law of the uni- 
verse. They nurnber seven: 1. Order (Wisdom); 2. Balance; 3. Har
mony; 4. Growth; 5. God perception; 6. Love and 7. Compassion. 
Each one was in relationship to specific frequencies and a law of 
the universe. And as one changed to the others, the power in
creased, radiating to a specific color, in response to the octave of 
our music, thereby creating vibrational sound waves similar to 
those forces that were used to stabilize the orbital pathway of earth 
within the whole galaxy of life.”

EGYPTIAN FORM ENERGY HEAD-DRESS...by ’Guide editor, 
Bill Cox, an 8 page fuily iilustrated detailed paper on this fascinat- 
ing subject is now in preparation. It will be available January Ist, 
1980, at a cost of $2.00 plus 25* mailing cost in the U.S.A. and by 
air only to foreign countries @ $2.75 postage paid, or, 'FORM

REFLECTIONS FROM THE MIND MIRROR PAGE 7
(Condusion)

New Instruments such as the Mind Mirror promise to liberate 
the poor laboratory rat, the guinea pig, monkeys, and other hap- 
less creatures needlessly maimed, tortured and killed in so many 
so-called scientific tests all over the worid. “What rats can do we 
can do,” said Ruth Harvey, who read a paper prior to demonstra- 
tion of the Mind Mirror at a recent U.S. Psychotronic Association 
Conference in Houston. “The senses and para-senses need to be 
awakened,” she went on, “biofeedback and meditation must be 
preceded by relaxation. Meditation is an alert meto-hyperbolic 
state which brings on awareness of other levels of consciousness.”

Dr. C. Maxwell Cade, co-inventor of the Mind Mirror, along 
with Geoffry Blundell (Audio Limited in London, England) refined 
the apparatus to the point where a measurable hierarchy of States 
of awareness can be recorded, each level more progressive as shown 
by integrated patterns of electrical activity from the brain register 
on the instrument. These distinct spheres of awareness, thus, 
appear as ever changing imprints in patterns of light. A kind of 
marriage between the outer (technology) sensations and the (inner 
Science) soul occurs. “It is a means of learning and relearning, 
realizing what the body already knows,” say Cade and Coxhead in 
their book, “The Awakened Mind” (Delacorte Press) which ex- 
plores in detail the many features of the Mind Mirror and Bio
feedback training. “By listening to internal cues we become an in- 
separable mind-body unity...” they add.

“Biofeedback is instrumental mystic seif control and the results 
can be confirmed by merely ending the behavior that originally 
created the Signal,” say the authors who see the Mind Mirror as a 
real-time spectrum analyzer. “Massive communicative links occur 
between the left and right hemispheres of the brain,” they go on.

The left brain appears to be the Computer seat of Intellectual 
Processes, time, logical thought, sensory input and speech. The 
right brain hemisphere acts as the theater of mind involving intui
tive thought, feelings and impressions, art and musical input, non- 
time spacial awareness and beholding the whole of things. Though 
there is a difference of opinion among experts in this study, Cade 
and Coxhead find that two out of three persons tested with the 
Mind Mirror are left brain-dominant and many are significantly 
left brain only.

Now here is the exciting aspect of the Mind Mirror investigation 
and training: The RAS “Reticular Activating System” in the brain 
is the point of origin arousing awareness in a subject. It also regu- 
lates and monitors muscular activity and sensory perceptions ac
cording to the authors. For some mysterious reason—the brain 
cortex which Controls the processes of thinking—perceiving and re- 
flexes cannot awaken without prior support or activity initiated in 
the RAS. To pr,ove the foregoing analysis, it has been discovered 
where damage or destruction to the RAS has occurred, conscious 
awareness is not possible. The Reticular Activating System can 
stimulate and/or inhibit the brain cortex when needed. This extra- 
ordinary function prevents humans from going to dangerous ex
tremes while sleep walking.

When the 5th hierarchical state is reached under controlled con- 
ditions with the Mind Mirror (one can soon be trained to do this), 
one attains the higher reaches of soul expression, the realm of 
genius, wisdom and impersonal divine love. A man was able to 
multiply an 8 digit nurnber by another 8 digit nurnber in his mind. 
He was unable to duplicate the feat while maintaining a lesser level 
of awareness at stage 3.

Yes, biofeedback has come a long way since Richard Caton dis
covered in 1875 that the brain emits electrical energy and Hans 
Berger’s invention of the EEG in 1924. Brain hemispheric (across 
the corpus collosum) synchronization is here. It can be viewed on 
the Mind Mirror to prove what the masters have long known—that 
thoughts are things.

ENERGY HEAD-DRESS, can be included with an entire set of 5 
papers 1) ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TECHNOLOGY, 2) SENSING AT 
A DISTANCE, 3) FORM ENERGY, 4) (MUSICAL) RESONANCE 
IN THE KINGS CHAMBER, 5)*HEAD-DRESS all ® $8.00 postage 
paid, with foreign sent by air only, postage paid @ $10.00 U.S. 
Only International checks or Postal money Orders accepted.



BOOK REVIEW

GIZA SURVEY...Rocky McCollum 
and Mark Singer, $2.00. Pyramid of 
Aquarius Pub. Co. BX 163, Dbn Hts, Mi 
48127. Well, Rocky’s done it again. 
Coupling knowledge with Mark Singer, 
Organizer of the March 1979 Egyptian 
Pyramids expedition, Rocky and Mark 
have produced this well-illustrated, 
32 page document, running the gamut 
from artifacts to Yin Yang energies and 
beyond to the Zero Zone, where a 
buried, and as yet unexcavated Pyramid 
containing the Lost Hall of Records may 
lie a short distance away from the Giza 
Pyramid complex. The writings contain 
both discovery and newly encountered 
puzzles, and a wealth of information 
on Pyramid Shadows, onsite meditation, 
healing, energy measurements, mathe
matical calculation relating to Pyramid- 
ology, Dowsing, maps and photos; 
psychic and sensate surveys of Pyra
mids, tombs, temples, monoliths, 
Egyptian art; useful touring data and 
a brief profile of active members who 
joined the expedition...a real gern and 
@ $2.00 a genuine bargain.
Dear Sirs:

l’m no stranger to pyramid study, 
having knowledge of pyramids scattered 
all over the world in the remote jungles 
of Cambodia, Mexico, South America, 
Egypt and even one that may, or may have 
existed on the floor of the Great Canyon 
in Arizona, l’m surprised that you havn’t 
mentioned Thoth's Emerald Tablets.

Most people think there was only one 
fablet. Not so. When Thoth reincarnated 
as Hermes (thrice born), Trismegistus, 
from memory as Thoth the Atlantean, he 
had etched the profundity of his messages 
in twelve Emerald Tablets. Are they back 
home now?

The wand of Mercury, the ancient 
caduceus, the symbol used by the Ameri
can Association and the uraeus, a single 
serpent on the forehead shown in ancient 
Egyptian headdresses provokes interesting 
research into their true meaning. One isn ’t 
likely to find this information in the 
Encyclopedia or populär library books. 
T.K. Graybill, Fairborn, Ohio.

"THE GIZA PYRAMIDS: FINAL DECODING"

imjuwF”-* Iconographic Theories.
jggffigr&c ' Computer Verification. 7** 

Giza Shadow-Phase Photographs
,7*^ ; taken 1977 by Gerry Fraccaro,

Completely Documented.References. 
Written in five aections, by McCollum, Fraccaro, 
& Robinson. Complete text, diagrams, maps, 
three secret chambers, Sphinx explained, Com
puter analysis by world’s leading Phi-math ex
pert E. D.Robinson, Fraccaro’s on-the-scene 
Giza photos, Astrology, Numerology, and much 
more. 230 pages, 8| x ll,softbound $10 ppd in 
USA & Canada, overseas please add $3.50.
SEND TO: PoA Pub Co, Box 163

Dearborn Hts, MI 48127 USA

EGYPTIAN EXPEDITION — EXCEP—
TIONAL OPPORTUNITY...A limited 
number of adventurous, searching and 
aware individuals will be welcomed in 
joining a March 1980 research and touring 
expedition of the Egyptian Pyramids, 
Cairo and nearby sites of ancient antiqui- 
ties. For full information, write to Search 
and Research c/o the Pyramid Guide, 
Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.

RECEIVE 3 BÄCK ISSUES AT REGULAR-PRICE AND SUBSCRIBE 
IFOR 1 YEAR AT HALF-PRICE. TO CHALLENGE THE UNKNOWN WITH USI 
I THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL 
I Dept.C . 4280 68th Avenue North
I Pinellas Park. Florida 33565
I The nation's most unique quarterty magazine of the

UNKNOWN. tbe UNEXPLAINED. and the UNEXPLORED!

Hunyi Suppfy is very hmrted! 3 assoned back issues of "The New Atlantean Journal" ANO a 
■ 1 year subscription — for only $7! The newsstand retail value is $10.50' Seme recent issues' ,

ACTUAL TITLES: Or. J. Manson* Valentine'» Discovery Ot X-KUK1KAN — sacred Grotto of tbe 
Mayan, with pholos' Tbe Scrod-Wnbngs ol the Serpent-People’ The ro-emergence of Lamuna, 
witn map1 Cosmic-seed children our future generations’’ Leylmes and Ihe Tellur«: Forces. 
Ancient Energy-Gndknes Rediscovered' Kiner-craature Sialks Vidor. Texas' Hidden Secrets ol

1 the Southwest. Ancienl Sphinx Uncovered, with photo' UFO maps ol Suspected Tunnel 
* Entrances! The 'Mu' Rock. Lemurian Picture Record! Earth Changes and the Solar Fire' Sonar 
' Depth Chart ol 'Triangle' Pyramid' The Bull Butchers Come Back! Mystenous Gas Cloud 
I Claims Human Victrn! Pacihca-the Lost 'Mu'? Photographed. A 'Water-Spnte'1 Sunnval in the 
■ New Age An Escape Route! The Tesla-Effect A Psychotroruc Weapon’ PSYWAR Mind-to- । 
! Mind Battle! Secrets of the Ancient Portals! Mexico s 'Zone of Siience! Mametwouth- the 
1 Tatkrng Rock? 12 More Pyramids Found in Peru' New Aztec Pyramid Discovered! UFO's and 
I the M1B! PLUS: the most unique cover art in UFOdom! DON’T MISS ANOTHER ISSUE' 
| return this Coupon, with $7 today! I

t INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY > 
of Astrologers, Psychlcs & Other Metaphysical 
Practltioners. The one everyone's talklng about. 
A must. The blue book of the industry. More 
than "just” a directory. Invaluable worldwide 
Info. Predlctlons'80-81. 2-yr directory . $14.98 
VOID OF MOON (Spiritual Time) appolntment 
calendar/ephemerls...........................................$5.95
ASTRO-NUMEROLOGY WORKBOOK . $5.95 
INTERPRETATION OF THE PSALMS. The 
real Ancient Esoteric knowledge of Interpreting 
the Psalms. Psalms Included........................$15.95
NEW AGE GUIDE TO ADVERTISING & 
PROMOTION. 60 pages.............................$5.00
Add $1.00 handling—S.C. residente add 4% tax. 
For Info on other publications, Services, quantlty 
discounts — send 25(1 to:

CAR/LO Publications, Inc.
\ P.Q. Box 7078BC, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577 z

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHO BUILT 
THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA 

AND WHY IT WAS BUHT?
DO YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND THE 
SECRET BEHIND PYRAMID ENERGY 

WHICH IS THE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
OF STANDING COLUMNAR WAVES?

READ: PYRAMID ENERGY EXPLAINED
In 1968 we, Mary and Dean Hardy, had an ex

perience with a U.F.O. During the experience we 
were told to buiid our sons a pyramid. Since that 
time we have iearned that the pyramid is an in
terdimensional communication device in which 
humanity can learn to overcome time and space.

Cost of the book is $6.00
We also seil blueprints on how to buiid these 

special pyramids. For free information on the 
blueprints or to order the book, send to: Dean 
and Mary Hardy, R.R.#5 (Dumont Lake), Alle- 
gan, Michigan 49010.

Dear Bill, PAGE8
/ saw a pyramid tomb of interest 

recently in London — in the east end, 
St. Mary’s area of Limehouse, where a 
large pyramid is seen in the Western 
sector of the churchyard. I haven't been 
able to learn anything of either the exoteric 
or esoteric significance of this structure, 
even in books describing London’s unusual 
architecture, but will keep you advised 
if anything turns up. l’m just finishing 
my book SACRED GEOMETRY which 
has a small bit on pyramids. The book 
mainly details the complexities of medieval 
masonic geometry. Best wishes, Nigel 
Pinnick, editor and director of the Institute 
of Geomantie Research, 142 Pheasant 
Rise, BAR HILL, Cambrdge CB3 8SD 
England.

A New Look At Historie Fact
ARAMATH...To ’Guide readers who are 
mathematically inclined and interested 
in Dick Benson’s 44 titled ARAM WORKS 
relating to pyramid, planetary, astro- 
cosmo, Bibiical and other Neo-Science 
writings, send inquiries to the author at: 
900 Woodlawn Rd. Charlotte, N.C. 28209.

SPIRALS...a bi-monthly publicatlon — featur- 
Ing exceptlonal articles by great New Age thlnk- 
ers. We ahn to bridge the gap between Science 
and mysticism. For example, read: ‘The Expan
sion of Consciousness and Training the Spiritual 
Scientist,’ Marcel Vogel; ‘Co-Exbtence,’ Frank 
Hyde; ‘UFO Logic,’ Dan Fry; The Eye of the 
Unlverse,’ George Hunt WlHiamson. Sample 
copy fjOc. P.O. Box 29472, San Francisco, Ca. 
94129.

MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING hand- 
books, by Verne L. Cameron and Bill Cox, $2.75 
each. Unique and functionally Practical Dowsing 
approaches to the object of your search, both 
locally and at a distance.

CASSETTETAPES by BILL COX, recorded live, 
on: SHAMBALLA, FORM ENERGY, and THE 
TWO ASPECTS OF MIND (INTUITION vs 
INTELLECT). Now available @ $6.00 each. 
Add 50« for postage and handling.

Step-by-step Dowsing books
TECHNIQUES OF PENDULUM DOWSING and 
TECHNIQUES OF SWING-ROD DOWSING by 
Bill Cox. Two books (sc), dealing with the fasci- 
nating Science of Dowsing. Each one thoroughly 
describes methods and the type of equipment 
used to locate Underground water, minerals, 
missing persons and pets... how to find and date 
ruins and buried artifacts, test soil, planting 
areas and the quality of foods and liquids. The 
applications for dowsing are endless. Both- 
books, profusely iilustrated, are written in an 
interesting informative männer by world renown 
dowsing expert Bill Cox. $2.50 each.

AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground Water by 
Cameron & Cox, (soft cover), $6.95. One of the 
most comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illus- 
trated Dowsing Methods ever written.

Order above books from LIFE UNDERSTAND
ING FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 30305, Santa 
Barbara, Ca. 93105. Please add 50<t for postage 
and handling, foreign add $1.00. Californians 
kindly include 6% sales tax.



EGYPTIAN PYRAV lll TOUR Opportunity
MARCH 17, to MARCH 31,1980

VISIT EGYPT AND THE PYRAMIDS
Here is your chance to study and learn with the masters — - intriguing 

15 days andl5nights in Cairo, Egypt. Your hotel room will overlook the 
Great Pyramid and be within walking distance ofthe Mena House.

Accompanying us on the tour will be several noted authors, lecturers, 
and scientists who have spent many years researching the pyramids.

1. Bill Cox — Editor-Publisher, The Pyramid Guide
2. David H. Coville — Co-Author, Life Force in the Great Pyramid
3. Dr. Dee Jay Nelson — Egyptologist-Movie Producer,
4. Dr. G. Patrick Flanagan, scientist, author-lecturer
5. Rocky McCollum, Pyramidologist, author-publisher

The time is right...This expedition-tour occurs during the period of a 
full moon, lunar eclipse, vernal equinox; St. Patricks Day, Palm Sunday
and the Passover. Join Tour Leader Mark Singer

There will be several surprise guest Speakers accompanying us on the 
tour as an added attraction. Full package from New York,, roundtrip 
airfare, Mena House hotel accommodations, daily Continental breakfast, 
mini-tours, night cruise at a total cost of $1499.00. Deposits due Jan 1, 
1980: Balance due Feb 1,1980 deadline.

*A DOCUMENTARY MOVIE will be produced on this trip.
*This tour will be a preliminary trip for a ONE MONTH RESEARCH 

EXPEDITION TO EGYPT to be made later.
*We need additional SPEAKERS or RESEARCHERS to join us on

the tour: For further information:
Please call immediately: Mark Singer 918-665-246Ö

Or write: 4312 S. Mingo Road 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

VI -1
GOODWILL
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PEACE GENERATING FROM WITHIN 9

In his most extraordinary book Volume I, 
SECOND REBIRTH, the Bulgarien, 
master teacher Omraan Mikhael Aivanhov, 
paraphrased writes:
Human beings are in continuous relation
ship with all beings, above and below on 
the evolutionary scale...A living hierarchy 
exists in nature and the bonds which unite 
us with superior beings also link us to the 
animal, plant and mineral kingdoms... 
so in order for us to ascend, we must 
accord equal respect to the lower creatures. 
Nature, being a living organism, it is as 
though we inflict damage upon certain 
of her glands when we kill animals, disrupt 
and destroy her rocks, minerals, waters, 
plants, creatures and beings...This activlty 
causes certain functional changes In her 
System and soon war breaks out among 
ment..
...Because we have tortured and massa- 
cred millions of animals for example, 
men being linked with them, also die...By 
damaging any life we destroy something 
within us...we are all connected by the 
life current whether we want it or not. 
So in order for the LIVING CURRENT to 
circulate in us, that we may also become 
illumened and wise, the flow of this 
circulatory current of energy must not be 
cut off...
...It would be an absurd notion for the 
lamp, which is only a conductor, if it were 
to imagine that it is the one which produces 
the light, ignoring the powerhouse, source 
of light (life) giving, electric current... 
Further information regarding the Initiatic 
Teaching of the Universal White Brother- 
hood, Editions Prosveta (11 of 30 volumes 
now translated into English) by the illumin- 
ed Mentor, Mikhael, now living and 
teaching in Europe, can be secured by 
writing to Pyramid Guide editor, Bill Cox, 
P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93I05.
FROM THE POINT OF LIGHT WITHIN 
THE MIND OF GOD
LET LIGHT STREAM FORTH
INTO THE MINDS OF MEN.

GOODWILL...can easily be spelled out in English, letter-by- 
letter, when traced over the Symbol of the Ancient Engineers.

FORGOTTEN GEOMETRY, THEPYRAMIDContinued from Page 2 

Egyptians "For them Unity was all. The Universe which 
results can only beformed offractions ofthis Unity. ”

If a circle is considered as One, as unity, then all angular 
divisions are fractions of this unity. They can reach to infinity 
as perfect fractions with no uncertain decimals. Ways can be 
found of placing these angles either directly upon squares 
or in relationship to squares. The number seven serves well,. 
not only as a division, but also as taking part in the most 
important diagonal of al x 7 rectangle. With this last diagonal 
and the diagonalofa3x4 rectangle a l/8th division of a circle 
results.

This diagonal of a 1 x 7 rectangle equals 5 diagonals of 
a square and causes the 2 triangles in each corner of the base 
for a pyramid to be isosceles or equal sided triangles. The 
central square of 6 is edged with eight 3.4.5 triangles. The 
whole design is an elegant way of expressing such vital infor
mation. I'm only touching on it two-dimensionally, and think 
ofwhat wonders can be discovered 3-dimensionally?

also known as the stone pyramid of Sneferu. Oespite its 325 
foot height and great age, Egyptologists believe its bent shape 
to be the result of an incredible engineering error.



PHOTOGRAPH YOUR AURA INSTANTLY
With a Kirlian (Polaroid) Photography and Violet Ray Kit

The Kit sells for $295.00 and comes In an attractive 
simulated leather carrying case. Included in the case 
are:...50,000 volt DC Tesla Coil (referred to as the Violet 
Ray generator)...Two different amonia gas electrodes for 
body application...A specially designed hand crafted 
Polaroid camera...Detachable electro plate for easy 
conversion to violet ray coil...Your choice of one of 
three textbooks on Kirlian Photography, as well as 
various reading material on the violet ray. Also included 
is an experpt from a recently published book by Dr. Fred 
Bell called “Death of Ignorance” in which the work 
of Dr. Lawrence Kennedy is mentioned...Package of 
Polaroid color pack number 108 film — 8 exposures... 
Magnifying flash light for close-up examination of 
Polaroid photos...A complete booklet of instructions 
including background information on Kirlian Photo
graphy. This step-by-step booklet will provide you with 
the necessary information on how to do the photographs 
and how to Interpret them.

"I CAN, Can’t is just a werd". 
Ask about Dr. Lawrence 
Kennedy’s new book.

ELECTRO-PHOTOGRAPHY
Dr. Lawrence Kennedy, Parap- 
sychologist and Psychic teacher, has 
been very successful in analyzing 
Kirilian photos in relationship to the 
human body by the Position of certain 
breaks in the aura parallel to parts of 
the bodv. similar to Iridoloav.

DEVELOPED IN RUSSIA

Now being used all over the world as 
biofeedback & analysis. High voltage 
photography of the corona-dlscharge 
omitting from the fingerpads 
showing response to internal and ex- 
ternal Stimulus.

ORDER INFORMATION
Mail To:

Geometrics
P.O. Box 14212
South Lake Tahoe, Ca 95702
Or Phone: (916) 541-6324
Send $295.00 plus $4.00 for insured 
postage

I INTRODUCTION TO ER&tGY FROM THE PAST FOR THE B^g^E! \ \ \

PYRAMIDS ARE YOÜ! did you know...?

Pyramids Ovar Th« Head
Last, but certainly not least, ts the tremen- 

dous value that can be reahzed by putting certain 
Kinds of pyramids (Pyradyne Head gear series) on 
the human head. Geometrics is a distrlbutor for 
these umque pyramids developed by Dr. Fredrich 
Bell, a Naturapathic doctor previously with 
N.A S A. on the Saturn. Gemini and Apollo projec- 
ts as an award winmng engmeer There ts so much 
nformation concernmg these umque pyramids 
that it requires a special booklet to explam each of 
me four types and their uses whicn will be sent out 
upon request and $1.00 ptus 36 Cents postage 
aiong with a orochure on Dr Beil

Over The Bread
Bread has tong symbolized the statt of life. so 

as food becomes us. as each ceil. it becomes in- 
creasmgly more important to mamtam a high 
energy yieid. Many authonties now believe (hat 
pyramids over our food, increase and insure its 
mgh energy y.eid and neip purify water and omer 
eiements Can we. m light of today's low food 
value — yieid. ahord to tgnore this pnncipaP

“Get Acquainted Model'1
PAPER PYRAMID
Our 'Gel Acquainted“ Models are only $2 98 for 
9**" and $3 98 fqr,our 15 1/8“ VEGETABLE FRUIT 
AND PLANT Model.

Made precisely of plastic lammated metallic 
siiver maximum strength fiber board.

Exact scale to the Great Pyramid of Cheops 
— 51 deg., 51 min. FREE Instruction and Infor
mation booklet with experiments to try

Money back guarantee in 30 days tf not com- 
pletety satisfied. Just return for cash refund.

Copper Fire Vt" Pipe Pyramid — Over the öed style 
6 ft........................................................................79.95
8h . 89 95
10 ft . . 99 95 
includes Goldtone Capstone. instructions and 
^»penments

Over the Bed pyramids apd kits were created 
because at night when asleetL the physical body ts 
recharged and needs all ihe power it can get to 
overcome ihe negative effects of the day: coupied 
with the many effects that must be fought oft due 
to mjeshon of sugars. toxms. drugs. aicohoi and 
bad foods Facmg north.- one receives the 
strongest forces in mediation and rejuvenation. 
100 per cent copper is used for maximum strength 
To make this item available to all. we have 

developed a kit of four corner pieces and one cap 
piece along with one capstone of siiver tone, so 
that one can purchase his own Standard ’•*“ cop
per pipe at hts local hardware störe, saving half the 
once of our competitor's and shipping of an 
average 8' over the bed style, that would fit a King 
size bed Various sizes are available to you with 
this meihod.
COPPERFIRE
Easy-Assemble Kit Combo 
$35 00

Includes 4 corner and 1 Crown solid copper con- 
nectors. 9 V« SILVERTONE capstone, information, 
explanation and assembly sheets. You may pur
chase your own Mt" copper pipe at your local har
dware störe at an average price of $20.00 retail 6 
loot size or 38 Cents a foot. This gives you a 
savings ol $25.00 plus shipping savings of $5.00 or 
more. x

Over The Plants

Today wijh more tmportance being placed on 
our frienos. the plant Kingdom. for suppon of mar 
and animal on this planet, physicaliy through 
negative ions. psychologically as much needea 
green in our environment for balance. besides the 
obvious beauty. foods and medicines. Heaithy 
plants are assisted by pyramid charging for in
creased growth, and a healthier environment of 
high energy to ward off low level vibrations in 
various forms that detour plant nie and health. 
Water and plant food can be charged directly 
and/or the plant can experience the pyramid direc
tly from timeto time.

DISI RIBl TOR FOR PYRAD1M' PRODI( Is

GEOMETRICS
Or Ljwrerice Aeruieth

Parapsychoiog.st

PO Box 14212
South Lake lahov CA 95702 
i916i 641-7324



UFO Propulslon, scientific evi
dence, 388 pages, 107 drawings, 
hardback cover $12.00, Hiltons, 
9 West HUI, Dartford, Kent, Eng
land.

THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLETTER, LIFE 
UNDERSTANDING FOUNDATION and the 
Editorial Staff does not accept responsibility for 
Statements made on the quality of product or 
Service offered by advertisers.

The PSYCHIC OBSERVER and CHIMES. Fin
est spiritual and scientific information in the 
psychic field. One year (6 issues) $9.50, Cana
dian and foreign $12.50. Box 8606, Washington, 
D.C. 20011.

THE JOURNAL OF GEOMANCY...quarterIy, 
Nigel Pennick, editor (paper 34 pages, 60 pence 
per issue). The Journal publishes papers on all 
aspects of Geomancy, Terrestrial Geometry and 
Zodiacs; Aligned sites, Geodetic Phenomena; 
Astronomie Allgnments, Sacred Geometry and 
allied Sciences. Write c/o Research Institute, 
142 Pheasant Rise, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 
8SD, England.

PYRAMID SPECIAL—Outerspace De
signed Pyramid Kit. Contains Two (2) 14” 
base measured, see-through plastic pyra
mids, liquid compass and instructions. 
$22.50 plus $2.00 Postage and hand. First 
500 Orders will also include two Books 
UFO origin plus Pyramid Power. Value of 
Gifts over Seven ($7.00) dollars. Dixie 
Venus Books, R.R. #6-Box 1905, Port 
Orange, Fla. 32019.

CLASSIFIED IN THE GUIDE...One column 
Inch (14 plcas or 2'/< inches wide) available at 
only$i(100 per column Inch, per ad, per issue 
(camera ready copy). If we typeset, add on $1.00 
per column Inch. Prices on special art work, 
halftones, etc...will be cheerfully quoted upon 
request. Life Understanding Foundation reserves 
the right to edlt or reject any ads that do not 
meet with the Standards of this publlcation. For 
further information write: L.U.F., P.O. Box 
30305, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105.

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAME
TER... a combination Dowsing compass, 
weighing device and upright pendulum... 
twenty-two years in its development bring- 
ing it to its present form (unchanged since 
1952)...masterfully created and designed 
by the late Dowsing Mentor, Verne L. 
Cameron...Over 7,000 in use throughout 
the worid by both amateur and Professional 
Dowsers. Some say it’s easy to channel with 
the Aurameter, and ideal for sensing things 
and substances, locally and at a distance; 
forms, auras, vibrations and emanations; 
beams and energies of a more subtle na
ture, from organic (animate) life, creatures 
and so-called inorganlc (inanlmate) things. 
Nickel plated at $49.50 and Copper plated 
Aurameters at $60.00, postpaid first dass 
in the U.S. Life Understanding Founda
tion, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia 93105. Phone (805)682-5151.

ION GENERATORS, Music for Medita
tion & Relaxation, Biomagnetism, 
Solar Energy, Underground Housing, 
Pyramids and much more. Send stamp 
for FREE cataiog. A.E.U. 8143 Big 
Bend, St. Louis, MO 63119.
TECHNOLOGY AND TOMORROW - 
The answer to the energy crisis forever! 
For paper on Superscience, intitled 
“How To Transmute a Planet Into a 
Star” Send $10.00 to Saint Germain, 
Pilot Project Planetaria Illuminari - 
California Building - Suite 611, San 
Joaquin and Main Streets, Stockton, CA 
j5202. ________________
Papers on Supertechnology otherwise 
known as THE TIME MACHINE 
PAPERS by Saint Germain, To receive 
one of many send $10.00. Pilot Project 
Planetari Illuminari - California Build
ing, Suite 611, San Joaquin and Main 
Streets, Stockton, CA 95202.

PYRAMID SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, 
INC. Pyramid generaton, vlbro-energlzen, 
pyramid grid», power crystali, color pyramid«, 
T-ihirt«, pendanti, necklace«, and the dream 
machine. Free brochure: Nick Edward«, t.m., 
8222 Ne«tle Ave., Reseda, California 91335.

GNOSTICA (Gnosis: the attainment of 
Higher Knowledge) MAGAZINE is the com- 
prehensive guide to the "OCCULT" today.

Intelligible to the intelligent layperson, 
intelligent to the specialist, and intellectual 
for the Scholar, GNOSTICA is a continuing 
text of practical Magick: Qabalah, Tantra, 
Wicca, Ritual, Tarot, Geomancy—all the 
Esoteric Sciences. Regular columns bring 
news of what is happening now; reviews of 
new and important books guide the reader 
to the best available;

60,000 words per issue, Professional 
artwork; 6 issues per year $10.00 USA, 
$12.50 foreign ($17.00 by air), sample 
$2.00. ■ From America's oldest and most 
respected occult publisher. Llewellyn Publi
cations, P.O. Box 43383-PG-EX, St. Paul, 
MN 55164.

Subscribe now for "Harvest" issue/

The Crystal Well
the journal of NeoRomantic Paganism

featuring:

Ritual, Magick, Mythology
plus

FOLKLORE, PSYCHISM.OCCULTISM
RELIGIONS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD 

CELTIC/ARTHURIAN STUDIES 
also: reclpes, handlcrafts, ecology, 

poetry, art, music, andmuch more

Send $8.00 for four quarterly issues.

THE CRYSTAL WELL
3 Box 3145. Seal Beach, Ca. 90740 -

PYRAMID GUIDE READERS...To be 
sure of a prompt reply, all inquiries 
requesting information by return mail 
in the USA, MUST include a self-address- 
ed stamped envelope: foreign subscribers 
include 50® per page reply expected by air.

Not receiving your newsletter...? AD
DRESS CHANGED...? Be sure to notify 
us if you move, as the post Office doesn’t 
forward non-profit foundation 3rd dass, 
bulk mail.

TECHNOLOGY AND T0M0RR0W — 
The answer to the energy crisis forever! 
For paper on Superscience entitled 
“How To Transmute a Planet Into a 
Star“ Send $10.00 to Saint Germain,

STONEHENGE VIEWPOINT—Quarterly, cov
ering megalithic sites, ley lines, astroarchaeology, 
Druids, ancient wisdom, geomancy. 8 issues 
yearly—$4.00. “Stonehenge Viewpoint,” P.O. 
Box 30887, Santa Barbara, California 93105.

IN STRÄNGEST EUROPE...Peter Ratazzi 
Read about the marvels and little known facts of 
greater Europe, of Madonnas, Miracles, Magie, 
Monsters and Mausolea, Runes, Art mysteries 
and off the beaten path mysteries still in evidence 
today. For details, write to author: 90 Neville 
Avenue, Hove, Sussex, England.

The UNI-COM GUIDE, a monthly periodical 
idedicated to the cooperative promotion of human 
growth, research and education. UNI-COM in
cludes a calendar of New Age lectures, Hasses 
and events; times, places and a guide to organl- 
zations, counselors and teachers; articies, re- 
views, photos and lllustrations usually originat
ing in the San Francisco Bay region. One year 
subscription $6.50 Foreign $11.50 — UNICOM, 
Box 11716, Palo Alto, CA 94306.

EGYPTIAN * EXOTIC JEWELRY * 
PRODUCTS *
NEO-PYRATECHNIC PRODUCTS ♦ 
Specializing in Egyptian Jewelry, Statuary, 
Camp Fabrics, Posters, T Shirts, and books... 
Please write for a more compiete list of the Items 
we carry. All Jewelry in cloisonne, sterling sllver 
or 24 carat gold plate. Also fired pottery Jewelry 
and imported carved stone scarabs. Faience tlle 
and stained glass also available. P.O. Box 622, 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252. Robert Short.

(IWcieiCF
QUARTERLY

The Parapsychology 
Journal for Today!

• Telekinesis • Astrology
• Precognition • Grapholegy
• Out of Body • Tarot

Subscription«
$14 One Year (4 issues) 
$26 Two Years (8 issues)
Not available at newstands
Box 32, Kingston, R.l. 02881

FREE HOLOGRAMS
While they lastl



A STUDY OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HEAD-DRESS. serving in their 
capacity as both energy forms and regalia of the great initiates. Seven 
major (basic) styles appear throughout this investigation, though there 
are numerous variations and combinations evolving out of any one or more 
of the original seven, which correspond to the seven levels of Initiation
one had to, must still encounter and surpass enroute to Mastership.

1. The HOOD and/or Hairstyle 2. ROYAL (Throne) model 
3. INFLEXED, CYLINDER (Bowling Pin). This PEARSHAPED 
tower is perhaps the most mysterious of all. 4. THRONE and 
PEARSHAPE combined with upthrust, foward antenna added
5. CROWN, not seen as often as the others, but this Coronet has

on occasion, been altered to form miters of various shapes, and 
in its basic desgin was once, uniquely crowned with an upright 
pearshape 6. DOUBLE PYLON 7. Same as six with electrical 
components woven into it. The Pillars as shown, somewhat 
resemble the PLUMED head-gear (item 17). 8. Double Gar
land Sterns, a Variation of the Pylon prototype 9. The extreme

AM I NOT ALSO A WORTHY BEING IN THE COSMIC STREAM 
OFLIFE?

polarity, “no headcovering” (or even hair) symbolizing purity, 
obedient servitude, etc. 10. SOLAR DISK or ORB surmounted 
by the symbolic serpent, gracefully balanced by the topclad deity. 
11. LUNAR CRESCENT, appearing as upswept horns bearing 
the seemingly, ever present cobra. 12. SOLAR, modified 
LUNAR combination, an extremely interesting study. Note the 
bird nesting over or through the female deities Cranium. The 
known meanings invoived here — continually overlooked by 
Egyptologists — call for a seperate, detailed essay. 13. The 
SOLAR-LUNAR CRESCENT in its purest form. Specialized and 
purposeful headgear underlies this dual ornamentation and can 
be observed in many different patterns. 14. the PLUME. 
15. Dual PLUMES attatched to the INFLEXED CYLINDER, which 
appears in black, in contrast to the lofty white, Pearshape (Barrel
pipe) head-covering depicted in number three. 16. A grand 
polypurpose head-dress, embellished with the styles and adorn- 
ments of Initiatic Principle, seen in ancient Egyptian pictographs. 
17. CRESTED DOUBLE-PLUME, adorned with a splendid 
variety of Initiatic accouterments. (see article HALO, HATS 
AND HEAD-DRESS on Page 7.)

Life Understanding Foundation
741 ROSARITA LANE 

SANTA BARBARA. CALIF. 93105

Joshua’s Longest Day


